
 

CLIMATICALLY CHALLENGED: COMPARING BP’S ONLINE EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL 
WITH OTHER RESOURCES FOR UNDERSTANDING CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

Introduction: a framework for the analysis 

The two texts I have chosen are online activities for Secondary learners designed by British 
Petroleum Educational Services (BPES): a quiz, Greenhouse Effect, and a simulation entitled 
Carbonia: Sea Level Alert.  I shall carry out a multimodal analysis, exploring the texts’ use and 
combination of several semiotic modes within a sociopolitical context (Kress and van Leeuwen 
2006 in Moya Guijarro 2010: 124).  For these digital media texts, modes include: 

• Text  
• Hypertext 
• Static images 
• Colour 
• Animation 
• Music 
• Audio 
• Video 
• Speech patterns 
• Body language and facial expressions 

Multimodality is a form of semiotics that aims to understand how we communicate in many 
different ways, mediated by the human body (e.g. speech or gesture) or by technology (e.g. film 
and Internet), and how these modes relate to each other and shape meaning.  It is rooted in 
social semiotics, which states that all communication has three social functions (Burn and Parker 
2003):  

1 Organisational: to organise communication so it is cohesive and coherent and has 
conceptual and structural unity  

2 Orientational: to establish relations between those who are communicating 
3 Representational: to represent some aspect of the world.  

Moreover, texts are not “once-for-all” systems of signification: they are instead part of a 
“dynamic set of processes of production, interpretation and reproduction”, which include the 
following “communicative strata” (Kress and van Leeuwen 2001, cited in Ibid.: 6-8): 

1 Discourse: our knowledge of reality is always coded in particular communicative patterns 
and all aspects of the production of a text are “discursively situated and informed” 

2 Design: any mode we choose – speech, images, writing and so on – has affordances and 
limitations which inform our decision 

3 Production: digital media changes the nature of representation in “profound ways” by 
making it possible to “re-design elements of text already designed in a previous process”, 
including scanned images, or video footage; it can also offer new “environments, tools and 
cultures” to facilitate communication 

4 Distribution: since digital texts are distributed by “complex technologies” that permit the 
reader to “reproduce, disseminate, re-design and transform”, a webpage can be viewed as 
“a resource for the production of new texts and transformations based on the old one”.  

I shall use an analytical framework based on Burn and Parker’s (2003) three social functions of 
communication and touch on Kress and van Leeuwen’s strata. 

By complementing this with discourse analysis I hope to take account of the variety of ways ideas 
and representations of climate change are presented and how users are addressed.  Finally, I 
shall draw comparisons with texts from the same genres, The Climate Challenge, a quiz designed 
for Oxfam, and Climate Challenge, a near-identically-titled simulation developed for the BBC 
website.  



 

Organisation: combinations of modes and the design of learning 

By appearing as two of four equally sized hyperlinks from the BP Climate Change Homepage, 
using an identical combination of text and static images, the activities are presented as equally 
important elements in a comprehensive set of resources covering “key aspects” of the issue.  This 
is supported by the uniform colour scheme: bright green and yellow, to match the BP “Helios” 
logo displayed in the top right-hand corner.  Our initial sense of using a collection of all-
embracing learning tools is sustained throughout both activities through the further use of 
standardised images: the sun rising over planet Earth, ever-visible, though most of the time 
partly obscured by a translucent grid featuring two graphs and a satellite, neither of which have 
any hypertextual depth.  The title, “climate change”, and the corporate logo are present in every 
frame of the Flash application (see Fig. 1 below).   

 

 

Figure 1: BPES’ climate change resources for Secondary learners 

 

Greenhouse Effect is to be traversed in a strictly linear fashion from question 1 to 7.  Regardless 
of the answer selected, we are taken through the same numbered screens in the same order: a 
question with two options, different feedback depending on the answer selected, and then an 
animation illustrating the feedback given. In Carbonia: Sea Level Alert there is some potential for 
less explicit trajectories through the experience (Lemke 2002 cited in Burn and Parker 2003: 32), 
whereby students can “design their own reading” (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, in Ibid): 
different combinations of Yes/No decisions lead to 16 distinct endings.  However, the final 
“debriefing” received from the “adviser” is always identical: depicted in static, cartoon form, her 



 

body language and facial expression remain similarly unchanged. 

Despite the use of graphics and animation, text is fairly central to both activities, and each 
question is presented in written form.  Though the simple animations in Greenhouse Effect aid 
learning in much the same way that a modern science textbook can promote learning, the visual 
components of Carbonia: Sea Level may actively impede learning.  The “data” we are given on 
Carbonia (see Fig. 2 below) is meaningless: what does “-12 prosperity” mean in terms of people’s 
real lives? 

 

 

Figure 2: The Governor’s repeated unwillingness to build 1000 new houses spells “a bit of a disaster” for Carbonia 

 

It is through sophisticated use of hypertext that the BBC’s Climate Challenge succeeds in 
presenting readers with a richer and more realistic learning environment: on the page for each 
decade, ten images have hypertextual depth and reveal more information when “rolled over” or 
clicked; five “policy types” (national, local, and so on) then offer readers a choice of up to five 
policies, which in turn have hypertextual depth; this time, “rolling over” displays the level of 
support for each one and a series of quotes, from members of the public, justifying their opinions.  
Combining graphics and hypertext in this way not only provides readers with more detailed 
information, on which to base their decisions, but it also creates a sense that there are a wide 
range of approaches from which climate change can be tackled; that these are equally valid, and 
that they are not mutually exclusive (see Fig. 3 below). BPES’ decision to present readers with a 
far narrower range of solutions to economic and environmental problems is, as we shall discover 
in subsequent sections, not simply a design oversight; rather, it is carefully calculated. 



 

 

Figure 3: Hypertextual depth in the BBC’s Climate Challenge encourages the reader to consider the likely impact of a 
range of environmental policies and allows them to access diverse sources of information. 

 

The low modality of BPES’s resources, which limits any connection between them and the real 
world that students might make, is especially striking when compared to The Climate Challenge’s 
skilful combination of communicative modes: 

• Text: kept to a minimum, with simple instructions and optional subtitles to aid 
understanding and complement audio 

• Hypertext: links to seven quizzes, playable in any order; to Facebook, so readers can 
“challenge friends”; and to a petition urging leaders “to take action” 

• Static images: chosen to evoke familiar “serious” TV game shows 
• Colour: predominantly orange, used to highlight correct answers and signify “hazards” 

(Kress and van Leeuwen 2002: 348), while the dark background signifies the “serious” 
game show 

• Animation: used not to illustrate abstract processes, but to engage readers by counting 
down available time and points and to lead in to the next question 

• Music: loops of arresting electronic music to signify the need for serious thought 
• Speech: the authoritative voice of the anonymous host posing questions and providing 

supplementary information, and those of celebrities pondering and delivering their 
answers, their natural intonation variously signifying uncertainty or confidence 

• Video: international celebrities answering questions, accompanied by unsettling 
background video footage of climate change-related disasters 

• Body language and facial expressions: enabling readers to identify with the “contestants” 
while “they” get feedback on their answers  



 

Part of the effectiveness of the Oxfam quiz lies in the interplay of discourses: 
gameshow/entertainment as the questions are asked; “everyday” language as the “contestants” 
ponder their answers aloud; news/documentary as the answers are supported with facts by an 
unseen host; sloganeering at the end of each “round”; and even the imperatives of “social 
gaming” as readers are challenged to compete with their friends via the world’s most popular 
social networking tool.  Integrating documentary-style video footage into the game show 
environment demonstrates skilled “production”, taking full advantage of the affordances of digital 
media. Facebook, too, provides new “environments, tools, and cultures” to facilitate 
communication and “dissemination”: clearly, Oxfam recognise the productive and distributive 
potential of the medium (see Fig. 4 below). 

 

 

Figure 4: Oxfam’s The Climate Challenge quiz offers readers a form of “social gaming” through links to Facebook and 
promotes political engagement and activism by urging them to sign a petition on climate change. 

 

BPES’s attempts at “everyday” discourse often jar with the reader: “there’s no catching you out”, 
even though this is my first correct answer after three consecutive wrong ones; “a bit of a 
disaster”, after the Governor steadfastly refuses to develop land, and the economy collapses; and 
being informed that fighting climate change “isn’t quite as simple as stopping burning fossil fuels” 
verges on patronising.  Greenhouse Effect, by contrast, tends to address readers using the formal 
register of the classroom and the science textbook: next to a picture of a coal-fired power station, 
we learn that “burning fossil fuels such as coal is one of the biggest sources of carbon dioxide 
emissions”.  Gas and oil seem conspicuous by their absence from BPES’s discourse.  This leads us 
on to greater consideration of both the orientational and representational functions of the texts. 

 



 

Orientation: teaching, raising awareness or selling a corporate image? 

Be it through the static cartoon “adviser” of Carbonia: Sea Level Alert, or the anonymous 
“instructor” of Greenhouse Effect, both BPES resources “speak” to students with a single “voice”, 
establishing what Burn and Parker term the “uninterrupted relation of didact to pupil” (2003: 36).  
Formal declarative language, delivered almost exclusively in text, creates social distance between 
“educator” and “learner”.  Each text is informed by a “transmission” model of learning: in which 
readers have no choice but to adapt to the demands placed on them by the material, in this case, 
reading.  

It is highly unlikely that students will access the texts of their own accord outside the classroom: 
users need to register.  BPES’s resources are marketed at teachers, and explicitly tied to the 
National Curriculum, the implication being that they will be used in a formal school setting under 
the teacher’s supervision.  By contrast, the Oxfam and BBC texts are readily accessible via their 
websites and marketed via social media, with intrinsic rewards for repeated plays.  Offered in a 
range of languages and with content aimed at users from beyond the United Kingdom, both 
resources clearly aspire to reach a world audience: and to connect with readers as stakeholders 
in society as opposed to schoolchildren following a curriculum. 

Though ostensibly marketed as such, the BPES texts are far from being “disinterested” 
educational resources to facilitate the transmission of knowledge (Ibid.: 35).  They perform 
additional orientational functions, most notably “selling” a carefully managed image of the 
international oil industry and specifically BP as “responsible” educators working to raise 
awareness and promote an understanding of the causes of climate change.  BP and the industry 
are portrayed in an overwhelmingly positive light: not in any way part of the “problem”, by 
fuelling our dependence on unsustainable energy or overseeing catastrophic oil spills, and very 
much part of the “solution”. 

By using grammatical imperatives – “Challenge your friends”, “Sign the petition” – and through 
frequent use of written and spoken slogans – “The time has come for a deal to save the planet” – 
Oxfam is also promoting a “product”; though here what is being marketed is readers’ increased 
awareness of climate change and involvement in a political campaign.  BPES’s resources 
systematically act to limit understanding of and engagement with the issues, and this is partly 
due to representations of climate change within the text, to which we now turn. 

 

Representation: climate challenges and solutions 

Despite one notable exception when the absorption of heat by the planet’s dark surfaces is 
compared to “wearing a dark T-shirt on a sunny day”, the greenhouse effect is represented as an 
abstract phenomenon with little relevance to our daily lives.  For global warming, a connection is 
attempted only at the end of the quiz when we are asked: “Have you experienced any [of its 
effects]?”  Neglecting to relate climate change to the reader’s lived experiences not only limits its 
pedagogical value: it may lead to disengagement with the issues in the real world.  If Oxfam, a 
charity with much less financial clout is able to use all the affordances of digital media to relate its 
content to our real world experiences (recycling beer cans, household energy bills), BP’s failure to 
do so is clearly a conscious decision.  It fits with BP’s overall representation of climate change as 
beyond the control of individuals, who are powerless to act and can therefore continue consuming 
unabated. 

More worrying still is the representation of climate challenges and possible solutions in Carbonia: 
Sea Level Alert.  “Success” as Governor is dependent on a certain degree of housing expansion, 
industrial development and consequent rises in emissions and sea level.  Demands are made by 
industrial leaders rather than citizens, trade unions or non-governmental organisations; and, 
ultimately, a total of just four decisions need to be taken.  There is no discernible environmental 
policy to be pursued: “prosperity”, measured in pounds sterling, is a function of all-important 
economic growth.  The island operates independently from other countries and governments, 



 

unaffected by international agreements or laws.  This is, if anything, BP’s ideal world: it has 
nothing whatever to do with the real world that readers inhabit. 

In its introduction, BPES concedes that the simulation is simplistic, which again raises the 
question: why not provide a more realistic simulation?  For example, in Climate Challenge, the 
reader is required to: 

• Examine and decide on policies on a national, international, industrial, local and household 
level, where each policy has an environmental, as well as financial, cost or benefit 

• Formulate environmental and economic policies over time, from 1990 to 2100, where each 
decade’s decisions affect the scope for decision-making over the following 10-year period 

• Negotiate with six other world leaders at a decennial climate summit 
• Maintain popularity with the electorate 
• Respond to a range of competing opinions and demands 

It uses the affordances of digital media to represent problems and solutions as interconnected, 
multifaceted and ultimately surmountable through cooperation and careful decision-making on 
local and global levels.  BPES consciously does not. 

 

Conclusions 

BPES’s stated aim is to “produce and distribute curriculum linked teaching resources about BP 
and our industry [that] reflect our focus on energy, environment, leadership and business skills”.  
It is claimed that they will “increase students’ understanding and interest in the key aspects of 
climate change.” 

Part of the reason that the texts achieve precisely the opposite effect is that, in terms of 
representation, they eschew images from and references to the real world.  Connecting their 
content to readers’ lived experiences, or to events that would be familiar to them from the news 
media, would raise uncomfortable questions about BP’s own complicity in climate change, and its 
repeated attempts to block solutions to the problem.  Oxfam and the BBC, free from such political 
considerations, can exploit the representational function of communication to the full. 

On an orientational level, the texts fail to engage learners because they replicate (rather than 
offer an alternative to) the traditional, abstract, text-based transmission model of learning found 
in school.  Moreover, it is highly improbable that the resources will be ever be used outside 
school.  Ultimately, it matters very little to BP whether they actually “increase students’ 
understanding and interest” at all: it is simply advantageous for the world’s fourth largest 
company to be seen to be delivering an educational “product”, performing a service to the 
community as it faces troubled economic times and widespread international condemnation. 

Returning lastly to the organisational function of the BPES texts, the analysis has attempted to 
demonstrate how their low modality serves to limit readers’ engagement with the issues, and 
obstruct routes to learning about the causes of and possible solutions to climate change.  By 
reducing a secondary student’s capacity to act within the learning environment, BPES is 
ultimately engendering a sense of despair about individuals’ capacity to act to fight climate 
change in the real world.  Thankfully, alternative learning resources exist that can inspire hope, 
meaningful engagement and positive individual and collective action. 
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